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Abstract
This book is a translation into English of La religion grecque by Louise Bruit Zaidman and
Pauline Schmitt Pantel, described by Dr Simon Price as 'an excellent book, by far the best
introduction to the subject in any language'. It is the purpose of the book to consider how
religious beliefs and cultic rituals were given expression in the world of the Greek citizen the functions performed by the religious personnel, and the place that religion occupied
in individual, social and political life. The chapters cover first ritual and then myth, rooting
the account in the practices of the classical city while also taking seriously the world of
the imagination. For this edition the bibliography has been substantially revised to meet
the needs of a mainly student, English-speaking readership. The book is enriched
throughout by illustrations, and by quotations from original sources.
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Religion in the Ancient Greek City er en bok pÃ¥ 282 sider skrevet av Louise Bruit Zaidman og Pauline Schmitt Pantel pÃ¥ fransk, fÃ¸r
den ble oversatt til engelsk av Paul Cartledge. Boken ble utgitt pÃ¥ engelsk i 1992 av Cambridge University Press. Boken er en relativ
grundig gjennomgang av den greske opphavlige religionen slik den ble utÃ¸vd fÃ¸r hellenismen og kristendommen gjorde sin entrÃ©.
Den fyldige oppdaterte bibliografien tjener ogsÃ¥ sin hensikt ved Ã¥ vise veg til andre mer spesialiserte studier Gods in the religion of
the ancient Greeks too much, but they are all very interesting and charismatic characters. It is worth noting that the gods of the Greek
pantheon, even more like ordinary people than actually on the gods. As they say, if the gods created humans in his own image, people
will pay them back in the same coin.Â It is in her honor was named the capital of Greece â€“ Athens and Athena herself was considered
the patroness of the city. Athena â€“ the daughter of Zeus, goddess of wisdom, according to legend, Athena was born from the head of
Zeus. Zeus sat and thought a thought, and suddenly his head was sick strongly strongly. And then out of his head began to come out
wise Athena, who was not only wise, but also a militant, was born immediately after a helmet and spear.

